


All�Big�Sunrise�contents�are�

in�one�carry-on�bag.

Outer�tent X1

Pole�bag X1

Inner�tent X1

Peg�set X1

Inner�

partition�curtain X1

Vestibule

ground�sheet�X1

Pole�bag�contents

Long�pole�X1

Short�pole�X2

Porch�pole�X2

Pole�repair�kit�X1

To�prevent�breakage,�make�sure�that�the�

pole�joints�are�firmly�connected�before�

proceeding.

How�to�use�pole�repair�kit：

When�the�pole�is�accidentally�cracked,�put�the�pole�

repair�kit�into�the�cracked�position�of�the�pole�and�

fix�it�with�tape.

Please�be�sure�to�connect�the�pole�repair�kit�before�

setting�up�the�tent.�And�contact�the�purchase�store�

as�soon�as�possible�to�replace�the�cracked�pole,�so�

as�to�avoid�more�damage.

Content�items�are�as�follows：

1. Content
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2. Dimension

Outer�tent�size

Inner�tent�size



Make sure the poles are jointed properly and 
tightly to prevent damage to the poles due to 
the wrong point of application of force when 
propping up the tent.

Insert the short pole 
into the   sleeve 
(black).

Insert the short pole 
into the    sleeve 
(red).

At the        mark (6 places):
Insert the pin of the ring & pin 
connector into one end of the 
pole. Bend the pole slightly 
into an arc shape and insert 
the other ring & pin.

At the      mark (14 places): 
Fasten the buckle to the 
pole.

3. Set up the outer tent

Note



Stake the pegs into the 
ground at a 45-degree 
angle. Be careful when 
hamming in case you 
get hurt.

After the frame is fixed, the tent will be as shown as the figure below. Adjust the 
position of the tent and stake the webbing strap at        into the ground.

Before propping up the tent and staking the pegs, make sure all the fixing 
buckles are securely fastened to the poles to prevent damage to the poles 
caused by sudden strong winds.

When inserting the poles into the sleeves, please keep the tent flat on the 
ground and do not stand it up in case of deformation of the poles.

Note

Notes for staking the adjustable webbing straps: only when the straps are used 
correctly can you adjust the tension.

Pegging pointPegging point

Pegging point



Posi�oning cord

After staking down the front side, stand up the tent and spread it out before 
staking down at      . Finally, adjust the tent and stake down at       ,       , and
(Do not untie the positioning cord after setting up)

Stake down the guy lines at      (6 places) and adjust the tension of the ropes.

Congratulations, your tent is set up!

Note
When packing away, please buckle up the positioning cords 
before pulling out the pegs. The poles can be dangerous if 
they bounce to the sides.
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1. Spread out the outer tent and fold the sides 
towards the center

2. Fold it in half (short end to short end)
2. Fold it in half (long end to long end)

3. Fold it in half (short end to short end)

3. Fold it in half again

4. Put it over the folded inner tent

1. Spread out the inner tent and fold it in 
half (long end to long end)

4. Stack up with the folded outer tent

Pack away the inner tent:Pack away the outer tent:

4. Pack away the tent

After stacking up the inner tent and the 
outer tent, put the bag of poles on top of 
the stack and roll them up.

Buckle up and tighten 
the belt before putting it 
into the tent bag.
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5. Space inside the tent

Vestibule: you can use a vestibule groundsheet

Dividing curtain: use the curtain based on your needs

Inner tent: refer to the figure on the right for space use 

Maximum number of people 
sleeping in the inner tent

2 adults+ 3 children

You can open the vestibule door and 
the back door and use the poles for the 
vestibule and the back door to expand 
the open space.

ves�bule door

back door

ves�bule pole
back door pole
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6. Notes

1. When using the product, make sure all pegs and wind-resistant guy 
lines are fastened so the tent can provide the best performance.

2. This product is not flame resistant. Do not light a fire inside the tent 
in case any irreversible or irreparable damage is caused. Be careful 
of fire, lack of oxygen, and carbon monoxide poisoning when using 
heaters in the tent. Please set up the tent in a location with good 
ventilation and drainage and without natural and manned 
disasters.

3. Be aware of the weather. Please leave the campsite for a safe 
location in accordance to your evacuation plan if the weather gets 
bad. In the case of inclement weather or strong winds, please 
check your tent thoroughly to make sure all pegs and guy lines are 
fastened.

4. Before using the tent for the first time, please try to set up the tent 
and confirm the accessories and the steps for setting up the tent. 
To ensure the tent is used appropriately, please learn and 
understand how to use it. Please contact the vendor for any 
malfunctions.

5. When the temperature inside the tent is higher than the outside, 
water vapor will change into liquid water when it hits the wall of 
the flysheet and form droplets. This process is called condensation. 
Please keep the tent well ventilated to reduce this phenomenon.

6. The bottom end of the two rows of the door zipper is slightly 
unequal in length due to the manufacturing process. Do not pull 
the zipper too hard in case of damage.
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Emergency Responses

With proper use and maintenance, the TiiTENT product can stay in
good quality. Please be aware of the following important 
information to prevent damage to the product: 

1. Accidents may damage the poles and fabric. Please bring repair kits 
(duct tape, guy lines, and tubes for reinforcements) with you at all 
times for immediate use. 

2. If damage to the product is not fixed immediately, it may result in 
serious and even irreparable harm. If the fabric is torn or broken, 
please place duct tape over both sides of the fabric to prevent the 
damage from spreading or remove the damaged fabric.

3. Prolonged exposure to sunlight can cause colors to fade, weakening 
the strength of the fabric. Please bear in mind that the tent is not 
intended for use in prolonged settings in which they remain 
exposed to the sun. When the degradation caused by sunlight 
exceeds the endurance limit of the fabric, the damage will become 
permanent. 

4. If the product is constantly damp, mold, stinky smells, color bleed, 
or fabric degradation may occur. Therefore, please make sure the 
product is fully dry before attempting to store it. 

5. If the fabric becomes moldy due to humidity, the mildew might not 
be removed. However, please remove the mold on the surface and 
disinfect the fabric with alcohol. If the fabric is damaged by mold, 
leakage will occur.
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Our products have undergone a rigid quality control 

process. Our warranty covers all the defects derived 

from errors during production; however, the 

following problems are not covered by our warranty. 

Sorry for the inconvenience.

1. Damage caused by unexpected incidents.

2. Damage due to improper use or undue force.

3. Degradation of the materials over time or due to 
exposure to UV light.

4. Damage caused by defects not associated with 
production.

5. Damage from remodeling.

Conditions Not Covered by our Warranty

If you have any questions regarding the 
warranty, please contact the retailer where 
you have bought the product from for after-
sales services.



Tsair Yih Industrial Co., Ltd.Tsair Yih Industrial Co., Ltd.
No.5, Xingye St., Xiaogang Dist.,No.5, Xingye St., Xiaogang Dist.,
Kaohsiung City 812, TaiwanKaohsiung City 812, Taiwan
service@tiitent.comservice@tiitent.com
TEL:+886 7 8715879TEL:+886 7 8715879

Tsair Yih Industrial Co., Ltd.
No.5, Xingye St., Xiaogang Dist.,
Kaohsiung City 812, Taiwan
service@tiitent.com
TEL:+886 7 8715879

Video for Video for 
setting up the tentsetting up the tent
Video for 
setting up the tent

Video for Video for 
pack away the tentpack away the tent
Video for 
pack away the tent


